he fourth largest island in the Caribbean and home to 3.5 million people, the U.S. territory of Puerto Rico is best known for tropical landscapes and resort hotels — the perfect spot for a relaxing vacation.

All of that drastically changed when the island was hit by two Category 5 storms during the first three weeks of September.

The first, Hurricane Irma, passed just north of Puerto Rico, lashing the island with wind and rain without any loss of life or major damage to the island’s infrastructure. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of Hurricane Maria, which caused a level of destruction and chaos paralleled by few storms in American history.

Winds reached 155 miles per hour, causing tornado-like damage, while parts of Puerto Rico saw an unprecedented 30 inches of rain in a single day.
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The Power of Satellite
Communication in times of emergency

Gilat’s SATCOM support in Puerto Rico for SPRINT’s Emergency Response Team mission after the devastating hurricanes.
Two weeks after the storm abated, most of the island’s residents still lacked access to electricity and clean water.

**Communications Paralyzed by Hurricane Maria**

Cellular service across Puerto Rico was almost completely wiped out by Hurricane Maria. According to the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC), 95.2 percent of the cell sites in Puerto Rico — or 1,703 out of 1,789 — were knocked out of service, mainly due to widespread power outages.

At the same time, severe flooding, fiber disconnects and windblown microwave antennas brought down the terrestrial backhaul networks used to connect the cell towers to the various mobile service providers’ core networks. FCC Chairman Ajit Pai called the storm’s impact on communication networks “catastrophic.”

**Sprint Emergency Response Team Leads the Network Recovery Effort**

Given the magnitude of the damage and required recovery effort, many of Puerto Rico’s mobile providers are sharing resources to try to get people back online as quickly as possible.

Among those mobile providers, Sprint has played a vital role in restoring communications on the island, deploying Gilat’s satellite communications to restore its cellular backhaul services. Sprint’s skilled and battle-tested Emergency Response Team (ERT) specializes in providing critical communications in the toughest conditions.

Prior to hitting the ground in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands following Hurricane Maria, Sprint’s tireless ERT deployed satellite communications in the aftermath of Hurricane Harvey in Texas and Hurricane Irma in Florida.

**Satellite Backhaul was a Viable Option**

As soon as conditions were safe enough to fly engineers to Puerto Rico, Sprint began to assess damage and restore service.

In spite of the devastation across the island, most of Sprint’s towers remained standing and largely intact. This mini-miracle allowed Sprint to focus their initial efforts on restoring backhaul and power, starting with the most populous areas and then building out from that base.
Due to the extent of the damage to the terrestrial backhaul network, Sprint realized that satellite-based cellular backhaul was a quick way to get critical voice and data networks back up and running.

“Gilat’s satellite backhaul gave us the flexibility to bring communications into hard hit areas using SatCOLTs (Satellite Cell on Light Trucks) and Fly Away Kits (FAKs) to provide cellular, LTE and IP data services during times of emergency and disaster,” said Tanya Jones, National Manager of Emergency Response Team Operations at Sprint.

**Gilat’s Fast, Reliable Cellular Backhaul Deployment**

With millions severed from mobile and broadband services, Sprint could not afford delays in setting up its satellite-based backhaul solution — and that is why the company decided to work with Gilat, an end-to-end satellite connectivity solution provider with proven fast deployment capabilities for emergency scenarios.

“We are currently working with Gilat on several projects using satellite backhaul in our network. Disaster recovery is an extension of those projects, and Gilat’s solution allows us to quickly deploy satellite connections for cell sites without terrestrial backhaul,” added Jones.

Gilat’s satellite-based solution consists of high-speed Capricorn VSATs at each cell site, centrally connected and managed by the SkyEdge II-c hub platform. While Gilat’s satellite backhaul solution supports both 3G and LTE networks, Sprint deployed 3G services in most of the affected areas and LTE over satellite services in a handful of areas.

**High Performance Capricorn VSAT**

Gilat’s high-performance Capricorn VSAT transmits data from the cell site via satellite to Sprint’s satellite network hub. Designed to work with High Throughput Satellites (HTS), Capricorn’s advanced adaptive transmission technologies maximize performance, improve service availability and reduce operational costs.

The Capricorn VSAT eliminates satellite latency concerns by using patented acceleration techniques over GTP/TCP in remote terminals and hubs. Currently used for high-speed broadband services in Sprint’s nationwide LTE network, Capricorn supports 4G/LTE networks with speeds of up to 150 Mbps to the handset.

Using Gilat’s VSAT, Sprint can provide reliable, high-speed voice, data and video services on a par with terrestrial performance. This includes smooth running of data and video applications with a high-quality user experience.

**VSAT Comms as a Critical Disaster Recovery Tool**

“Gilat’s satellite backhaul solution allowed us to restore key cell sites within hours in areas where there were no communications,” said Jones.

Satellite connectivity has been deployed on the main island of Puerto Rico, as well as on Vieques, Culebra and the U.S. Virgin Islands. In addition to restoring cell sites and broadband connectivity, satellite backhaul is also being used to assist emergency management officials.
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**Restoring Broadband Connectivity in Schools for the Deaf**

The effects of Hurricane Maria were not limited to Puerto Rico’s mobile communications; many schools, businesses and other institutions also lost their internet connectivity. Using Gilat’s versatile Capricorn VSAT, Sprint was able to quickly restore broadband connectivity for some of these users as well.

Without a doubt, the most unforgettable installation of these satellite broadband solutions took place at two Puerto Rican schools for the deaf. Sprint’s ERT engineers arrived at the schools, unpacked the Gilat equipment and installed a satellite dish on the roof connected to a Capricorn VSAT, providing connectivity for Video Relay Service devices.

But that’s not all they brought — they also surprised the students with a gift of dozens of brand new tablets. While part of Sprint’s team was busy setting up the satellite broadband service, two ERT members gave the children a lesson in satellite communications. In a few hours time, Internet connectivity was restored and the students were busy checking out the apps and features on their new tablets.

**SPRINT’s ERT team springs into action for comms support in Puerto Rico, post hurricane catastrophe.**